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On the surface, there seems to be little common thread binding William  

Wordsworth’s preface to Lyrical Ballads and Paul de Man’s Criticism and Crisis. The  

contextual circumstances that gave rise to each were radically divergent. Wordsworth 

was consciously, boldly inaugurating a new movement in British poetics, away from 

abstraction and impersonality and into the personal, candid, emotional realm that we are  

now familiar with as that of British Romanticism. His strategy was earnest and direct, his  

use of language purposeful and linear. Conversely, Paul de Man’s Criticism and Crisis  

emerged right in the midst of a Deconstructionist and post-structuralist revolution. The  

terms of Deconstructionism, as applied to individual writers, necessitated that the “I,” the  

constitutive subject, be subsumed. Rather than start his own counter-revolution, as  

Wordsworth might have done, de Man took on Deconstructionism on its own terms.  

There is no “I” in his piece, and the rules of the then au currant critical style were  

closely, carefully followed.  

 Nevertheless, a close reading of Criticism and Crisis reveals that de Man was,  

 in fact, making a purpose-statement, in the manner of Wordsworth. Because convention  

precluded him from expressing himself in the first person, de Man resorted to a  

dizzyingly sophisticated use of irony and “mirroring” to make his points. That is, he used  

similar instances and “subjects” from the history of art and aesthetics to help make  

his aim clear. His central theme was the idea of the “crisis” as applied to literary  

criticism. De Man wanted to show that “all true criticism occurs in the mode of crisis”(8);  

in other words, that any new aesthetic reality forces a confrontation between a critic or  

audience and the innovative, “challenging” work. De Man’s piece, as it was a reaction  

against the new aesthetic theories being touted by trend-hungry Continental critics, is  

itself also a crisis-statement. It is de Man’s ironically rendered representation of a trend- 

created crisis. Likewise, Wordsworth’s purpose-statement can also be seen as a crisis- 

statement. Wordsworth is not merely inaugurating British Romanticism; he is reacting  

against the “gaudiness and inane phraseologies”(77) of his contemporaries and immediate  

predecessors. The aesthetic conventions of his era forced this crisis, as the critical  

conventions of de Man’s era forced his. 

Purpose-statements are personal; they give an artist or critic a chance to set forth a  

personal agenda. Crisis-statements are social; they involve the activities of many others,  

as perceived by the constitutive subject, and of the Zeitgeist. Wordsworth and de Man  

stand united in the impulse to achieve a dual aim; to set forth a personal, purposive  

agenda, and to frame it in the larger context of a crisis existent around them. For de Man,  

this dual aim is doubled by a need not only to refute trends, but to question the entire  

endeavor of literary criticism; Wordsworth, conversely, states his fundamental faith in  

poetry-as-literary endeavor. 

 Wordsworth, not constrained by a need to subsume his subjectivity, is able to  

present his personal agenda mostly unimpeded. He makes a novel claim for his poems  

and the language found therein; he is using the “real language of men”(76) to describe a  

universal interiority, how the mind “associates ideas in a state of excitement.”(78)  

Wordsworth never completely defines what “real” language might be, except to associate 

it with “low and rustic life”(78), which for him signifies purity, lack of social vanity, and  

freedom from the distractions of urban life. Wordsworth’s vision, though it makes claims  

on universality, is self-created; Wordsworth recognizes this, and his own limitations. His  

approach to the public display of his vision is cautious and calculated; he states his aim, 



which is quite ambitious, humbly; he will gauge the receptivity of the public to the 

real language of men, and in due course gauge how much pleasure “real language” can 

impart on receptive minds. 

Implicit in Wordsworth’s claims for “real language” is a critique of the then- 

current modes of poetic production. Wordsworth feels himself surrounded by “deluges 

of idle and extravagant stories in verse.”(80) His stance is one of resistance against  

fashion, rebellion against prevailing trends, and isolation from the mainstream. In  

other words, once his purpose is stated, and with it his personal agenda, it becomes 

clear that he is also in the midst of a crisis. His social position is uncertain, and his 

feeling about his contemporaries ambivalent at best. This ambivalence plays itself  

out in a shifting discomfort that appears when Wordsworth is forced to address them; 

he is sometimes willing to lash out, then retreats behind a more even-handed “I do 

not interfere with their claim, I only wish to prefer a different claim of my own.”(81) 

Always, the figure of an unseen, assumed reader looms large, and adds at least a 

modicum of self-consciousness to Wordsworth’s expressed subjectivity. The purely 

subjective, placed into a social mode of expression, is part and parcel of Wordsworth’s 

crisis. The purpose, easily stated and developed in solitude, becomes embattled and  

“crisis-like” when placed into the social context of a published preface.  

De Man, unlike Wordsworth, chooses to begin with an explicit acknowledgement 

of crisis. The piece is titled Criticism and Crisis, which gives an indication that it will 

address salient contemporary issues in criticism. He quickly tells us that “well-established 

rules and conventions that governed the discipline of criticism…have been so badly  

tampered with that the entire edifice threatens to collapse.”(3) We are placed squarely 

within a social context; we do not yet know who is doing the tampering, but it is clearly 

(we assume) not the work of de Man himself. He presents himself to us, initially, in a  

reactive mode and stance. Yet it is not a stance, as with Wordsworth, of raw subjectivity; 

there is no “I” here. We know that a social nexus of critics is being addressed; we know  

that the situation is designated as “crisis-like”; but we do not get an immediate sense of  

how de Man posits himself in this scenario. Since use of “I”, in the context of an  

attempted Deconstructionist or post-structuralist statement, would seem blasphemous, De 

Man opts to use a “sideways” or “ironic” method to pursue his agenda. 

De Man begins with a quote from Mallarme, which he then echoes. Just as  

Mallarme claimed that his French contemporaries had tampered with the rules of verse, 

so de Man claims that his Continental contemporaries have tampered with the rules of 

criticism. As the piece progresses, de Man seems to use Mallarme as a sort of mirror or 

“double,”a predecessor in an analogous situation. As such, everything that de Man says  

about Mallarme could equally be applied to de Man. The substantive, purposive element 

of this comparison occurs when de Man informs us that Mallarme is not really perturbed 

by what his contemporaries are doing. He “is using them as a screen, a pretext to talk  

about something that concerns him much more; namely, his own experiments with 

poetic language.”(7) Likewise, it would seem that de Man’s purpose in Criticism and 

Crisis is not to jump on any bandwagons or even to take sides in a public battle. His 

purpose is to talk about his own experiments with criticism. He wants to get to the heart 

of the matter, to address what criticism really consists of and whether it “is a liability or 

an asset to literary studies as a whole.”(8) What his contemporaries may or may not be 

doing is a detour, albeit a necessary and unavoidable one. Their battling and bickering  



serves to demonstrate what may happen when self-scrutiny becomes lost, and this  

becomes useful to de Man as a means of representing his purpose.   

For both Wordsworth and de Man, historical awareness is paramount. Both take a  

long view of their respective disciplines, believing that historical awareness adds depth  

and gravitas to vision. To situate their endeavors in time is part of their purpose, and a 

lack of historical awareness among their contemporaries is part of the perceived crises.  

However, each must adopt a different strategy in order to effectively present a historical 

case for themselves. The pre-Romantic milieu in which Wordsworth was working put an 

emphasis on the objective, the impersonal. For Wordsworth to break through this wall, 

he had to adopt what was then an unconventional strategy. He dared to be personal, 

thus inaugurating a new era. Conversely, de Man conformed to the anti-subjectivist 

standards that surrounded post-structuralist discourse. Only then was he able to make  

his points in such a way that they would be listened to, possibly heeded. De Man’s  

submission to the trends of his day, however, were merely apparent. Through the use of  

irony, and through the indirect use of himself as constitutive subject, he was able to  

historicize himself, his purpose of self-scrutiny and the crises both within his own  

consciousness and without.  

Within his piece, De Man, unlike Wordsworth, is willing to stoop to self- 

contradiction. First he tells us that the entire critical edifice may be collapsing, owing to  

conflicts on the Continent. Then he remarks that “we have some difficulty taking  

seriously the polemical violence with which methodological issues are being debated in  

Paris.”(5) So, almost immediately there is a sense, within this contradiction, that de Man  

is being subversive, and that his seeming dismay at his contemporaries’ flightiness is  

intended ironically. He is indulging in self-contradiction in order to achieve his purpose,  

part of which may be to put the Continental critics in their place. Indeed, he tells us that  

the authority of the best historians can be invoked to show that “what was considered a  

crisis in the past often turns out to be a mere ripple.”(6) De Man’s view of history, as  

seen in this piece, is cyclical. It is not that changes do not transpire; it is that they  

transpire slowly and almost invisibly. Thus, part of the crisis he is rebelling against is an  

attitude of shallow, ill-considered fickleness. It turns out that De Man’s crisis-statement is  

two-pronged; he castigates literary poseurs for their lack of historical awareness, even as  

he notes that the utility of literary criticism has not been proven conclusively. The first  

crisis applies to him, as an outsider looking in; the second is generally operative, and it 

applies to him directly. Just as Wordsworth makes universal claims for the utility of  

poetry, de Man makes universal claims against the utility of criticism, or shows that its  

utility must be proven and scrutinized.    

On this level, it is interesting to note that the analogues de Man chooses to act as  

his shadows or doubles are not critics; Mallarme is a poet, Husserl a philosopher, Levi- 

Strauss, a structural anthropologist. Further, it is remarkable to note that not once in  

Criticism and Crisis does de Man mention one of the Continental critics whom he is 

taking to task. He mentions Sartre, Poulet, Starabinski, stars of an earlier era; but those  

who have created the seeming crisis that de Man is addressing remain unnamed (just as  

de Man, himself, does.) This returns to the fact that de Man is naming a crisis that exists  

to him only ostensibly. The more profound crisis is whether criticism, once scrutinized,  

retains any meaning. Historicity becomes a method whereby de Man, rather than making  

claims for criticism, sees the cycle of crises and purposes that defines any kind of literary  



creation. The final question as to the ultimate validity or non-validity of criticism is never  

addressed directly, but merely suggested. This suggestion constitutes a substantial part of  

de Man’s purpose, just as his contemporaries neglect of the question forms part of the  

crisis.  

Wordsworth’s approach to historicity, like most angles of his approach, is more 

direct, less convoluted than de Man’s. Wordsworth is a poet, concerned with poetry;  

when he looks for analogues, in the context of a discussion of metrical language, he  

thinks of “the age of Catullus, Terence, and Lucretius, and that of Statius or Claudian; 

and in our own country, in the age of Shakespeare and Beaumont and Fletcher, and that 

of Donne and Cowley, or Dryden, or Pope.”(77) What we have here is a variety of 

implicit assumptions, none of which can be found in de Man. Wordsworth seemingly  

believes that poetry is an art-form valid both through history and in his present; that there  

is a stable canon of great work that can be relied upon unquestioningly; that knowledge  

of this canon is essential; and that Wordsworth, himself, is going to attempt to join the  

ranks of canonized, historically important poets. Wordsworth’s tremendous advantage  

over de Man, in making a purpose-statement, is that he does not have to resort to  

subversion, irony, and self-contradiction. On the other hand, his straightforward  

subjectivity leaves him open to accusations of pomposity and complacency.  

There is, in fact, a note of complacency running through Wordsworth’s preface.  

He idealizes the poet as a being “endued with more lively sensibility, more enthusiasm  

and tenderness, who has a greater knowledge of human nature, and a more  

comprehensive soul, than are supposed to be common among mankind.”(81) This attitude 

aids and abets Wordsworth in delivering the purposive element of his preface; he  

believes in the “poet”, as an idealized figure, in the same manner that he believes in  

“poetry”. Thus, he seems to suffer comparatively little cognitive dissonance regarding his  

agenda, and his ability to express himself and his purpose. His faith in the “inherent and  

indestructible qualities of the human mind”(80) gives his address assurance, and his tone  

rarely wavers from this measured, assured calm. When “crisis” issues arise, i.e. when  

Wordsworth mentions his contemporaries and immediate predecessors, he does not 

slip into another register, but maintains a dignified, even keel. We are able to infer 

from this that if a “battle” of sorts should take place for domination of  British poetics, 

Wordsworth is confident of victory. Wordsworth sees a crisis all around him, and is able 

to name the crisis, and talk of how it must be overcome, but it does not seem to concern 

him overmuch. His tone is that of an already privately established eminence waiting to be  

crowned with justly-earned laurel. He sees his isolation as a temporary condition and  

waits without haste for the world to come to him. 

Circumstances, of course, proved Wordsworth to be correct. His eminence grew  

to be widely recognized, he was eventually made laureate, his avowed purpose was  

embraced by many poets, and the poetic crisis of “false refinement” and “arbitrary 

innovation”(79) resolved itself in the birth of British Romanticism. Consequently, a  

certain amount of complacency might have been justified. However, it could be argued  

that a lack of rigor makes many of Wordsworth’s claims untenable. Coleridge, for  

example, was disturbed by Wordsworth’s claim to the “real language of men”, “real  

language” not being definable or discussable by any objective measure. Such claims  

formed an essential part of Wordsworth’s purpose— to stake a claim for poetry as  

universal truth, “carried alive into the heart by passion.”(82) The sort of rigorous and 



unstinting self-scrutiny advocated by de Man is not part of Wordsworth’s agenda. It 

may be that, as this preface was not his idea, but that of his friends who “advised me to  

prefix a systematic defense”(76), he did not feel the need to question himself, as he might  

have were it a poem.  

De Man, unburdened (at least on the surface) with complacency or egotism,  

makes no claims for criticism, universal or personal. His purpose, discernible beneath the  

twists, turns, ironies and meta-ironies, is to stake a claim for self-scrutiny, on all levels.  

Following in the footsteps of Mallarme, who is seen to be “ironical”(16), de Man  

suggests that the act of writing must question itself at every turn; “all true criticism  

occurs in the mode of crisis.”(8) Yet, de Man takes another detour, to an unlikely  

destination. He uses a lecture by Husserl to demonstrate that “the rhetoric of crisis states  

its own truth in the mode of error.”(16) Though never explicitly stated, we can use these  

two statements to make an inductive leap; if all true criticism occurs in the mode of crisis,  

and if the rhetoric of crisis states its own truth in the mode of error, then all true (and  

rhetorically based) criticism must be erroneous! It must be noted that this inductive leap  

is never made by de Man himself. It is left in wait for the attentive reader. The irony is  

that this passionate plea for self-scrutiny in criticism should suggest (albeit indirectly)  

that criticism, once scrutinized, may lose all meaning.   

Had Wordsworth wanted to make this point, he would have spelled it out  

explicitly. However, the context that de Man is working in precludes him from doing this.  

For the Deconstructionists, Romanticism, of which Wordsworth is so salient a  

representative, was the enemy. Any hint of egotism or complacency would be pounced  

upon and used to discredit the subject. Yet, it was clearly de Man’s intention to make this 

point, by whatever means available. He notes that “in the language of polemics the 

crooked path often travels faster than the straight one.”(14) This must, of necessity, 

be the path he takes. Because it is not stated overtly, de Man must hope that his 

audience is subtle enough to catch the purpose behind his twists and turns. Likewise, 

de Man must hope that his enemies, those who have created the crisis we encounter 

at the beginning of the piece, and who are never openly named, will appreciate the 

self-scrutiny that has led de Man to his rigorous conclusion; that nothing in literature 

can be taken for granted, and that literature itself might be a kind of nothingness.  

Here, we have two apparently simple designations: Wordsworth, the Romantic 

egotist, spelling out a personal purpose and reacting to crisis in a personal way; de Man, 

the objective Deconstructionist, subsuming subjectivity both in stating a purpose and  

reacting to a crisis. However, beneath the surface, things may not be so simple.  

Wordsworth, reacting as he is against objective modes of creation that (he feels) have  

grown stale, is using bare subjectivity to spell out a new vision. Subjectivity becomes the  

most attractive expedient, the shortest distance between what was and what may be. It is  

being purposefully used, and with self-consciousness. Complacency creeps in specifically 

because Wordsworth knows himself to be doing something original. Had Wordsworth’s 

“I” been subsumed, his entire construct would collapse, and he would not be making an 

original statement. His crisis would remain untouched, his purpose unstated. In the  

contextual framework of early nineteenth century Britain, nothing could have been more  

revolutionary or revelatory than a lone, rebellious “I” taking a bold stand against trends  

that had prevailed for decades.  

Likewise, De Man’s lack of subjectivity, his apparent objectivity, is a carefully  



crafted illusion. De Man speaks of using the language of polemics, because Criticism and  

Crisis is polemical. It is a personal statement based on a subjective experience, both of  

criticism as a personal, purposive endeavor, and of criticism as it exists in de Man’s  

social milieu. This milieu is being dogged by crisis, and a crisis (of false refinement and  

arbitrary innovation) that closely resembles the one that Wordsworth is enumerating in  

his preface. Because de Man is not self-consciously inaugurating a new era but reacting 

against one, his strategy seems to be to outdo the Continental critics at their own game.  

His “I” is so cleverly concealed that, far from seeming like a “privileged  

consciousness”(9), it seems evanescent. Yet multiple re-readings of Criticism and Crisis 

reveal an “I” that is fluid, mercurial, and capable both of enumerating a two-pronged 

crisis (the fickleness of Continental critics and the uncertainty of criticism as a discipline) 

and stating a two-pronged purpose (to show that fickleness in criticism is fruitless and to 

show equally the need for continued self-scrutiny).  

In a way, de Man’s circuitous technique could be seen as even more egotistical 

than Wordsworth’s. There is an element of “dazzle” to de Man’s performance that is  

lacking in Wordsworth. De Man demonstrates that he can use irony, “mirroring,”and 

deliberate self-contradiction to craft a statement that is as essentially personal as  

Wordsworth’s preface. He is beating the Continental critics at their own “unprivileged”  

game, demystifying them in such a way that at no point does he reveal himself as the  

dreaded, Romantic subject. Yet every point he makes moves forward the argument that it  

is not the Romantic subject to be guarded against, but a contradictory awareness of  

literature as a “something that is really nothing”. De Man might choose to designate  

literature as a “nothing that may or may not be something”.  

There does remain one fundamental discrepancy between Wordsworth and de  

Man: their attitude towards language itself. This discrepancy was largely determined by 

the eras in which they lived; Wordsworth, right at the dawn of Romanticism, had no  

notion of words as arbitrary signs, nor that the connection between thing and word, 

signified and signifier, might be flawed or, worse, non-existent. When Wordsworth 

addresses language itself, he does so in such a way to reinforce the impression that he  

believes words are capable of “pure” signification. Wordsworth mentions “in what 

manner language and the human mind act and react on each other”(76-77), in the context 

of a complaint as to the general taste of the British public. We do not see Wordsworth 

questioning the inherent value of linguistic signification; we see him questioning the uses 

to which linguistic signification can be put. If language is seen to be stable, reliable, and 

just to the expressive intent of the human subject, then an attitude of confident self-

righteousness would seem to be, if not admirable, at least understandable. Wordsworth 

does not doubt that he can make clear his purposive agenda, nor that he can spell out 

the crisis in British taste as he sees it. His trust in language, and in his own expressive 

capacities, seems secure. For Wordsworth, language may be purified and simplified by 

a retreat into rural simplicity; the language of rural people “is adopted…because such  

men hourly communicate with the best objects from which the best part of language is 

originally derived.”(78) Rather than admit of fundamental duplicities or confusions,  

Wordsworth advocates reducing language to its barest essentials. Here, there is likely 

to be less static between sign and meaning, less needless ornamentation. This  

simplification of language forms part of Wordsworth’s purpose, just as the ornate, 

“gaudy” language of his predecessors forms part of the perceived crisis he is  



counteracting. Once simplified, language need not be scrutinized. This bedrock belief 

in the power and reliability of signification is part of what allows Wordsworth to be 

so straightforward. Purpose and crisis can be equally addressed, an even keel may be 

maintained, and faith in the ultimate triumph of truth and nature (both, in this context,  

assumed universals) are demonstrated. Wordsworth enacts the discourse of the privileged  

subject, making a singular claim for his finite notions of truth, in precisely the manner  

that de Man eschews.   

For de Man, things must be more complicated. In the post-Saussurian era, faith in  

language, even simplified language, had been drastically reduced. The arbitrary quality of 

the linguistic sign had become a guiding precept for both Structuralism and  

Decontsructionism. De Man works with the knowledge that every discourse falls prey  

to “the duplicity, the confusion, and the untruth that we take for granted in the everyday  

use of language.”(9) The kind of self-scrutiny that de Man is advocating would seem 

to preclude the confident vigor of Wordsworth’s tone and literary demeanor. De Man’s 

complete awareness, both of his own situation as a contemporary critic and of the  

situation of his Continental colleagues, allows him room to maneuver, to use the trends 

and tenor of his times to make a personal claim on, if not universal truth, at least  

enduring value. Whether there is a direct correlation between universal truth (the  

legitimacy of which took a beating, alongside linguistic signage, as the Structuralist 

movement developed) and enduring value is not, for de Man, the point. What de Man 

is demonstrating, with just as much confidence and vigor as Wordsworth (though sans 

the “I”, and the directness that it lends), is that certain situations and circumstances 

tend to repeat themselves, that trends pass, and that the self-scrutiny which “scrutinize(s) 

itself to the point of reflecting on its own origin”(7) has a value. De Man does not 

posit this value as universal; he does not need to. The very fact of Mallarme’s speech to  

an English audience at Oxford in 1894, the nature of Mallarme’s ironies, his twists, turns,  

and ability to turn trends and fickleness to his own ends in a sort of charade, show de  

Man (and, by implication, his readers) that Nietzsche’s “eternal return” might apply to 

aesthetics as to all other things. The end of Mallarme’s charade is adopted by de Man; 

to sneak “enduring value” (for want of a better, less authoritative sounding term) in 

through the back door, via irony. Through adopting Mallarme’s stance, de Man gets to 

have his cake and eat it too; he makes a personal purpose-statement without ever using 

the first person, while revealing a seeming crisis to be a trifle (and one with many 

antecedents in the history of literature.) Mallarme becomes a Virgil figure (albeit a highly  

ironical one), leading de Man through the dark wood of conflict, into the open air of  

disciplined thought. 

As this “air of disciplined thought” entails a fundamental ambivalence or  

uncertainty towards de Man’s chosen discipline, this metaphor might be misleading. 

Better, perhaps, to say that de Man’s “Mallarmean mask” allows him to tell the truth 

(or, at least, his version of the truth). Wordsworth does not feel compelled to wear a 

mask. His only artifice involves the use of rhetoric to make his perceived crisis clear 

and his purpose known. His famous “all good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of 

powerful feelings”(79) seems more rhetorical than reality based. “All”, in this context, 

universalizes a sentiment that, in its time, might have seemed shocking. It would be 

difficult to imagine Paradise Lost as a “spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings”,  

or The Rape of the Lock. Wordsworth exaggerates the aspects of his argument that make 



him seem singular, atomized, and extraordinary. The exaggerations are subtle, but they  

color the entire enterprise of the preface.  

Perhaps this is the essential similarity between Wordsworth and de Man, as  

reflected in these two pieces: both feel the need to make calculated overstatements. De 

Man’s “all true criticism occurs in the mode of crisis” is mirrored by Wordsworth’s 

“all good poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.” These two pieces 

are joined, not only by the need to assert a purpose and a crisis, but by the ambition to 

be bold, to “think big.” These are pieces written to be read. They demonstrate a keen  

awareness of an assumed audience, and both display a sense of intellectual showmanship, 

a certain “bravura” quality. These two figures, writing to such different ends and  

audiences in such radically dissimilar eras, are showing us (one through earnestness, one 

through irony) how a literary gauntlet might be laid down. Judging by the intense  

reaction these pieces received, De Man and Wordsworth both succeeded at meeting  

their divergent, contradictory, but not entirely dissimilar goals.  
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